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Europe and Slave Protests in the Americas (1780–1850)

This article seeks to do two things. The first is to analyse the impact of Europe and especially the French Revolution on the shape and aims of slave protest in the New World; and the second is to point to possible comparisons between the protests of European labour and of slaves in the Americas in this period.

The Impact of the French Revolution

The French Revolution and subsequent revolutionary upheavals in St Domingue (Haiti) between 1791 and 1804 have been seen as inaugurating a dramatic change in the history of slave revolts, at least in the Atlantic World. According to Eugene Genovese,

“The conquest of state power by representatives of the consolidating bourgeoisie in France decisively transformed the ideological and economic terrain … [and] provided the conditions, in which a massive revolt in St Domingue could become a revolution in its own right … [It] marked a turning point in the history of slave revolts and, indeed, of the human spirit … Henceforth, slaves increasingly aimed not at secession from the dominant society but at joining it on equal terms”.

He continues, “By the end of the 18th century, the historical content of slave revolts shifted decisively from attempts to secure freedom from slavery to attempts to overthrow slavery as a social system” and sees this reflected in the fact that the Haitian revolution “did not aspire to restore some lost African world or build an isolated Afro-American enclave”. From Genovese’s point of view, slave revolts were now inspired by a “modern ideology”, by “the universalist claims of the Rights of Man” rather than an “Afro-American religious call to holy war”. This transition he, like Michael Craton, also associates with a transition from African-dominated to creole-led slave revolts.
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The present paper wishes to dispute these claims on the grounds that slave revolts before 1789 were not simple attempts to restore ‘Africa’, that post-1789 slave revolts (as distinct from mixed-race liberal and independence movements) in many places, for example Brazil, remained dominated by African-born slaves, that the relationship between ideological models (‘religious call to holy war’ versus ‘Rights of Man’) and the motives of rebellious slaves were at the very least unclear and that this was even true in the case of Haiti itself.

Firstly and most obviously, there can be no doubt that the historically unparalleled ability of slaves in St Domingue to seize and retain power was intrinsically bound to the wars and upheavals unleashed by the French Revolution. Crucially Toussaint l’Ouverture was able to exploit the space created by almost twenty continuous years of colonial struggles between France, Spain and Britain, between metropolitan France and colonial whites, and between whites and mulattos on the island to create a disciplined army of slaves and end their servitude; and these conflicts he exploited with a breath-taking – and completely unscrupulous – brilliance. Moreover the Napoleonic attempt to restore slavery to the island recreated the alliance between African and creole slaves (slaves born in St Domingue), which had otherwise been severely fractured. Of course, there was nothing new in the coincidence of slave revolt with breaches in public order and social control. In fact throughout the history of slave societies, major risings were dependent on ruptures of social control, sometimes caused by pirates in the 16th century, by conflicts between French, Spanish, Portuguese, British and Dutch military and naval forces, and by conflicts within the white colonial elites themselves. Secondly, the intellectual provenance of Toussaint’s views was indubitably located in the ideas of the French Enlightenment and Revolution. He deployed the vocabulary of “French citizens”, detested voodoo and what he saw as Unchristian superstition, and in his famous letter of 5 November 1797 to the Directory spoke of the “sublime morality” of the French. He wanted “liberty and equality” to rule in St Domingue. Moreover, it was French troops, who brought to the island in 1794 news that the Assembly had abolished slavery; and when Napoleon sent troops to restore that hated institution, Haiti’s blacks – according to some reports – responded not only with force of arms but also by singing the Marseillaise and Ça Ira. It is equally clear that slave revolt and success in St Domingue had a profound effect on other slave societies. The movements of sailors and troops around the Caribbean and coastal areas of the Americas spread news of black victories. At the same time white émigré landowners from Haiti took their slaves to new lands; and in some cases these slaves then participated in slave risings in their new homes, as in a Jamaican conspiracy of 1799 and in the USA in 1811. The revolt in St Domingue was followed by upheavals in St Lucia, Guadeloupe and
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Martinique, a slave rising in Tortola, and a mass exodus of slaves from their plantations in Cayenne (French Guiana) in the 1790s. In 1795 the rebellious slaves of Coro in Venezuela, who were in contact with French sailors, are reported to have based their claims to freedom on “the law of the French, the Republic” and to have demanded “Liberty for Slaves”. In Brazil three years later a conspiracy in the gold-mining city of Ouro Preto (the Inconfidência Mineira) and the Tailors’ Revolt in Bahia were also inspired by the discourse of the French Revolution and events in Haiti. An urban rising in Recife in 1823/24 even produced the following refrain:

“Let us imitate Christophe,
The immortal Haitian.
Eia! Imitate his deeds,
O my sovereign people”.

There are further reports of Trinidadian slaves wearing tricolours and singing the Marseillaise. According to C. L. R. James, the slaves of St Domingue destroyed black feelings of inferiority forever; whilst Herbert Klein writes, “as for the slaves of America, the Haitian revolution provided a vital example of a movement for freedom which could succeed against all the odds ... in all American societies the black and mulatto workers, free and slave, were inspired by the Haitian example”. Genovese finds this truth repeated in slave revolts in the USA: in Southern Louisiana in 1811, in which some of the leaders were free mulattos from St Domingue, and in Nat Turner’s 1831 revolt in Southampton County, Virginia. Gabriel Prosser’s conspiracy in Richmond, Virginia, aimed at nothing less than the abolition of slavery and the creation of an independent Negro state. All three instances, together with Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1822, were, in Genovese’s view, an amalgam of “religious appeals to the slaves” and “the accents of the French Revolution”. In fact, in the event of failure Prosser seems to have expected to set sail to Haiti.

Equally consistent with arguments about a transformation in the nature of slave revolts after 1789 is the fact that many earlier forms of dissent and protest failed to attack slavery as an institution but rather sought freedom for some slaves, often at the expense of others. There was certainly nothing new about slave resistance. Indeed, wherever there was slavery, a variety of survival strategies were developed by the slaves, which incorporated both accommodation
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and resistance, often in simultaneous and complicated combination. Some forms of resistance were individual: from feigned illness and weeping to theft, suicide, abortion and infanticide. Physical attacks on owners and their agents, individual acts of disobedience and arson were not unknown, though they were much more effective when they were collective, as this made punishment more difficult. Individual flight was common, though often it involved only short absences and little more than visits to friends and family, which most owners learned to tolerate. Sometimes collective flight might aim at specific improvements in plantation conditions, e.g. at increasing the time slaves could work on their own behalf. In such cases the action of slaves is best understood as economic bargaining, as an equivalent of strike action. Other fugitives, single or collective, had longer-term ambitions – to find a new master, to move to a less oppressive jurisdiction, to join a colony of runaway slaves or even to board ship to Africa. In these cases, however, the collusion of other slaves was usually a prerequisite of success. Forms of collective slave protest included arson, the laming of animals and the destruction of tools (again acts of economic bargaining, not unlike Luddism in Europe), the formation of colonies of fugitives (of which much more anon), and most spectacularly slave insurrections. Genovese is in fact well aware that there was nothing new about slave revolts in themselves. In fact they had begun in the slave entrepots on the West African coast (barracoons), whence enslaved Africans were transported to the New World, and were also not unknown on the ships that carried them thither. In the Americas examples of slave insurrection are known from 1522, when African slaves massacred their masters in the city of Santo Domingo. Fifteen years later a slave conspiracy was discovered in Mexico City and in 1540 slave fisherman on the island of Santa Margherita rose against their owners. In the 17th century slave insurrections characterised the silver-mining camps of Northern Mexico and the copper mines of Peru, whilst there were aborted plots and rebellions in Barbados in 1649 and 1675. For most of the same century a huge colony of runaway slaves (quilombo or ‘maroon society’) at Palmares in Brazil survived numerous attacks from Portuguese and colonial armies. In the 18th century all major urban centres in Latin America and the Caribbean experienced slave revolts.\textsuperscript{15} In 1712, for exam-
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In the Americas, there was a slave revolt in New York City and a further US conspiracy at Stono in South Carolina in 1739. The first open revolts in Guyana erupted in the 1720s and continued to the 1770s. The 1730s saw disturbances in St John in the Danish Virgin islands, Antigua and Guadeloupe, whilst Jamaica was locked in almost continuous ‘Maroon Wars’ from the 1670s to the 1730s, and again later in the eighteenth century.\(^{16}\)

The classic form of collective slave resistance was the formation of communities of runaway slaves (*quilombos, mocambos* in Portuguese, *cumbes, palenques* and *mambises* in Spanish), now commonly described as ‘maroon societies’. These were of many and various kinds, and were endemic in the swamps, hills and forests of Brazil, Guyana, Surinam and Jamaica. There were even a few in the Southern USA, though here both the terrain and the size and strength of the local white community, as well as the hostility of native Indians, restricted their number and size in most areas of the country. Some maroon societies were of short duration, mobile and rapacious, often themselves taking slaves. An especially bleak manifestation of the fact that fugitive slaves were not necessarily opposed to slavery as an institution was provided by the Brazilian *quilombo* of Buraco de Tatú (the ‘Armadillo’s Lair’) just to the North of the city of Salvador in the first half of the 19th century: over a period of twenty years it lived off theft and extortion, and its prime victims were blacks. Other maroon communities were of longer duration, as in the most famous case of Palmares in North Eastern Brazil, which at its peak housed some 12,000 slaves, engaged in agricultural pursuits and established contacts with local merchants, though here too captured slaves remained slaves – until they found slaves to replace themselves. To many fugitive communities African religious practices were central, whilst their political and social organisation sometimes reflected tribal rivalries (though sometimes not) and was structured along roughly African lines – or, at least, a ‘nostalgia for Africa’ – with leaders described as ‘Kings’, some of whom actually had been leaders in their African homeland before their enslavement. In the eyes of Roger Bastide and R. K. Kent, Palmares and similar maroon societies constituted African resistance to acculturation. Slaves in such communities utilised the skills they had learnt in their African homelands; and, to quote John Thornton, “the most important contributions of the African heritage were the military training that the slaves had, mostly from having served in African armies.” Their African background, again following Thornton, “did help shape the direction of revolts, influenced timing and tactics, and validated leadership”.\(^{17}\) It is for this reason that Klein describes


the aims of most runaway slaves as “conservative”.18 This perception seems to be further validated in those cases (Jamaica in the 1730s and Surinam in the 1770s), where the military success of maroon communities was so great that the colonial powers were compelled to conclude peace treaties with the rebellious slaves. For a central part of these treaties was the agreement of the maroons to cease hostilities and return any future runaway slaves to their masters. Moreover, incidences of African maroons enslaving or murdering Native Americans were relatively common (though relations between the two groups varied enormously from time to time and place to place); and in general it is clear that maroons placed the survival of their own communities “well ahead of ending slavery or helping later runaways escape”.19 Of course, individual strategies of survival were no more aimed at the eradication of slavery as an institution, whilst temporary flight to exact concessions from owners constituted a form of collective bargaining and aimed at the amelioration of the slave condition rather than its abolition.

So Genovese appears to be right when he claims that slave revolts before 1789 rarely attacked the institution of slavery as such, that African religious and political precedents played a major role at this stage and that conversely the French Revolution subsequently found its slave imitators, who deployed its discourse and attempted to create a qualitatively new society. However, each step in this narrative of change is problematical. Firstly the view that slave resistance before the late 18th century was essentially ‘restorationist’ and rehearsed African tribal precedents contains at best a half-truth. Even in the great quilombos like Palmares, and even as early as the 17th century, economic and social organisation mirrored that of no single African tribe. Rather it was the consequence of an amalgamation of different tribal traditions, forged on the slave ships or in the new American homeland, in which European and Native American influences can also be detected from the earliest days. This was especially so, as there was a considerable Amerindian input into many maroon societies. In Cuba Africans and Indians co-operated in the anti-Spanish wars of the 1520s, whilst mixed slave/Indian communities inhabited the Orinoco Valley in Venezuela and the Mosquito Coast of Nicaragua. Moreover recent Brazilian research has identified not only a considerable Indian pres-
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ence in Palmares but cases of *quilombos* in the state of Mato Grosso in the 19th century, where Native Americans led or constituted a majority of their inhabitants. A slave conspiracy of 1814 in Bahia even saw its leaders promising to restore to the local Indians land that had been taken from them by the white colonists. Moreover Stuart Schwartz sees Brazilian *quilombos* as representing not a return to an African pastoral system but as “parasitic, based on highway thefts, cattle rustling, raiding and extortion”, as the product of wild frontier conditions. As Carolyn Flick shows in the case of Haiti and Marcus de Carvalho in the case of Pernambuco in North-Eastern Brazil, African slaves in the New World did not simply reproduce their distinct African ethnic cultures but rather created a syncretism of Dahomean, Yoruban and West-Central African cultures. To quote Richard Price, an authority on maroon societies,

> “However ‘African’ in character, no maroon social, political, religious or aesthetic system can be reliably traced back to a particular tribal provenience; they reveal, rather, their syncretistic composition, forged in the early meetings of peoples bearing diverse African, European and Amerindian cultures in the dynamic setting of the new world.”

Moreover, the cultures of the African societies, from which the slaves were taken, were in no sense static; and in many cases they had already been influenced by contact with Europeans and European cultures. For example, some slaves came to the New World already speaking proto-creole languages and converted to Africanised forms of Christianity. Moreover, even on the slave-ships of the Middle Passage new bonds were created between Africans of different origins; and in Jamaica the term ‘shipmate’ became synonymous with ‘brother and sister’, according to some accounts. This solidarity of transportees on the Atlantic crossing could even form the basis of a maroon society, as in the case of the *quilombo* of Catuca near Recife in the first half of the nineteenth century; for this was also known as Malunguinho (*malungo* means companion on the same slave ship in Portuguese). Once in the Americas some slaves not previously exposed to strong European influences nonetheless seem to have developed through necessity a common creole language with remarkable rapidity – within the first two decades of the foundation of the colony of Surinam, for example. Some maroon societies followed syncretic Christian cults and, according to Dutch reports, there was a well-kept Christian chapel in Palmares. In consequence, the ‘Africaness’ of maroon societies was far from undiluted.

Secondly, the nomenclature of authority within some maroon societies seems to have undergone a Westernisation long before the late 18th century. In an important runaway slave community near Cartagena in 1604, its leader ruled in conjunction with a number of offi-
cials with Spanish titles: a ‘captain general’, a ‘treasurer’, a ‘war lieutenant’ (*teniente de guerra*) and a ‘bailiff’ (*alguazil mayor*). Better known, in Jamaica from 1700 ‘Kings’ were replaced by ‘colonels’ and ‘captains’.\(^{26}\) Thirdly, however ‘conservative’ or ‘restorationist’ the aims of fugitive slaves may have been, the very existence of maroon societies constituted a threat to the dominance of the slave-owners and an example to other slaves that flight and resistance were possible. It was precisely because *quilombos* constituted such a threat to the prevailing ideology and reality of social dominance that colonial and post-colonial societies sought to repress them with the most brutal military force. Some maroon activity unleashed mass risings of slaves, as in Jamaica, Demarara and Venezuela; and the aim in some of these risings was to eliminate violently all whites and create island-wide or large-scale black polities. This was the case, for example, in Tacky’s rebellion in Jamaica in 1760; and in a conspiracy in Antigua in 1736, in which Coramantee (Akan) and creole slaves aimed to create a new government after eliminating the island’s whites. The extent to which creoles participated in such revolts, even at this point in time, was clearly a function of the extent to which slave societies remained dependent (or not) on the importation of Africans. Where natural reproduction replaced importation, there creole leadership was much more likely, as in the Barbados revolt of 1816, when less than 8% of the island’s slave population was born in Africa. It is also quite clear that maroon societies had a hugely symbiotic relationship with both local Indians and local whites, which in some cases involved complex commercial relationships; and that they engaged in ‘politics’ and ‘diplomacy’ in the forging of alliances. They were not isolated Africans in a foreign desert and in some cases joined forces with general rebellions of the poor and dispossessed, including Indians, as in the *Balaiaada* revolt (1838–1841) in the Brazilian state of Maranhão.\(^{27}\)

Conversely slave revolts in the largest slave society of all (Brazil) remained dominated by the African-born until the mid-19\(^{th}\) century, which is scarcely surprising, given the relative absence of natural reproduction amongst the local slave population and the continued importation of *circa* 1.75 million Africans between 1800 and 1850. Here African culture did not just survive. It was constantly rejuvenated. Not only that but after 1798 mulattos were actually less likely (*pace* Genovese) to participate in Brazilian *slave* revolts, at least in the North East of the country. They did join various mixed race political and social movements for liberal reform, independence (from Portugal or later the rest of Brazil) and later abolitionism; but in the nine Bahian slave revolts of 1807 to 1835, the leaders and the led were African-born and in some cases inspired, as in the great Mâle rising of 1835, by African versions of Islam.\(^{28}\) For Stuart Schwartz this indicates that the war against slavery in North Eastern Brazil was “a war led almost exclusively by African slaves and by those freed persons of Afri-
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can birth for whom ethnicity was more vital than juridical status”.29 To reformulate this point, the extent to which slave revolts embraced a universalist discourse depended much more on the origins of the local slave community and its ability to engage with Europeans and their languages than on the specific advent of the French Revolution, though revolutionary discourse did become relevant to large numbers of slaves of mixed origin, who participated in various emancipationist movements. To the slave participants of the Brazilian Urubu Quilombo revolt in 1826, on the other hand, led by a self-proclaimed ‘King of the Blacks’, universal human rights scarcely featured in the call for ‘Death to the Whites’.

In any case, the ‘Afro-American holy war’ and ‘Rights of Man’ dichotomy deployed by Genovese is a false one. He himself admits that Africa was not completely absent from slave risings and conspiracies in the USA after 1800, writing that Gabriel Prosser “to his cost” slighted the folk religion of the country slaves, who “retained stronger links to their African past”.30 The rebels of 1811 in Charleston used African charms to protect themselves against their enemies, Denmark Vesey mixed Christian and African discourses and Nat Turner may have expected to form a large maroon society in the Dismal Swamp.31 Similar points could be made — but even more forcibly — about the Revolution in Haiti. Certainly Toussaint and other military leaders of his background were formed intellectually by the French Enlightenment. They had read the *philosophes* and knew the work of ‘The Friends of the Negro’ and of the Abbé Raynal.32 However, this was scarcely true of the great majority of slaves who rose on the Northern Plane of St Domingue in 1791 and inaugurated the island’s revolution with the massacre of 2,000 whites. (Five times as many slaves died in this vicious struggle.) The great majority of these slaves were of African origin. They were called to arms at the onset of the rising by Boukman, an African priest, and by a Voodoo incantation, i.e. by a culture that the Christian Toussaint and his fellow commanders detested. As C. L. R. James tells us “Voodoo was the medium of the revolution”.33 Given that another of the revolutionary leaders, Jean François, said of the slaves in the revolutionary army that they could “not speak two words of French,”34, it is at the very least quite likely that the struggle of black — or rather, African-born — slaves for their freedom in St Domingue was theorised, if it was theorised at all, in African rather than French accents. This point is reinforced by new understandings of the role of Haitian maroons in the revolt. The view of Gabriel Debien and Yvan Debbartsch that the revolution on St Domingue owed nothing to the island’s maroon communities (seen as representing a different and more African tradition) has been forsaken by more recent accounts (from David Geggus, Michel-Rolph Trouillot and Carolyn Flick), which stress the symbolic and practical significance of maroon communities for resistance. Concrete examples of collusion between some maroons and Toussaint’s armies can also be demonstrated. Furthermore in areas of Haiti liberated by the rebels, Congolese models were followed in the election of
'Kings' and 'Queens' to rule. Moreover, an investigation of the relationship between the creole leadership around Toussaint and the African-born slaves throws up some disturbing facts for those who lionise this remarkable man. The slave revolt of 1791 did see African and creole collaboration, forged by the hostility of Haiti's white elite to mulatto recognition. However, only two months after the inception of the revolt, Biassou and Jean-François, two creole leaders of the revolt, displayed a willingness to return their African cousins to slavery in return for creole pardons. Clashes between the two groups became increasingly common, leading at one stage to an African-led revolt against Toussaint's plans effectively to restore servitude, but under creole masters, in response to General Leclerc's French invasion of 1801. It was African slaves, not Toussaint and Jean-Jacques Dessalines, who refused to accept Leclerc's terms. It was only Napoleon's refusal to compromise, which led the creole leadership to turn again to its armies of African-born slaves to repulse the French for good. As Thornton writes, "the postrevolutionary period was a partially successful creole (and mulatto) counterrevolution directed at African culture as well as against the former African slaves". These tragic divisions were not peculiar to St Domingue and were in fact foreshadowed in the Jamaican conspiracy of 1692, in which creoles planned to kill the island's Europeans and assume their offices, leaving the African-born in their servitude. Conversely in the Male rising in North Eastern Brazil in 1835 the rebels identified their enemies as both the whites and, though less frequently, the creoles and mulattos.

The above leads me to conclude that throughout the history of slave societies, slaves have adopted a variety of survival strategies, which "usually reflected a realistic assessment of the daunting forces arrayed against them". For many slaves, especially light-skinned mulattos with skills and speaking the language of the colonialist in Brazil and Cuba, where manumission was relatively common, the least dangerous strategy was to aim to accumulate capital to purchase manumission. Similarly some black African women found their freedom through sexual liaisons with their masters and bearing their masters' children, however brutal and rapacious their masters may have been. (African women constituted the largest single cohort of manumitted slaves in Brazil by the eighteenth century, though this may have had more to do with their economic activities as street vendors, i.e. with their income, than with sexual strategies of mobility.) On the other hand African-born males in Brazil stood scarcely any chance of manumission. Hence their dominance in the slave revolts of the early-19th century should not surprise.
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Where opportunities for flight were facilitated by dense forest, high mountains and swamps, there many slaves continued to flee to quilombos long after the French Revolution and its message, as in many parts of Brazil in the 1870s and 1880s. In Antigua, on the other hand, where the destruction of the forests reduced the possibilities of flight, slaves moved to revolt long before 1789, as in the case of the conspiracy of 1736. Moreover, here, as in the Barbados revolt in 1816, the dominant role of creoles reflected native demographic and cultural changes within the slave community. In short, routes out of servitude and discourses of freedom were ever present in slave societies, whilst the possibility of their realisation depended upon conjuncture and local circumstance. In the USA the large size and power of the white community made both maroon communities and slave risings relatively rare, whilst natural reproduction amongst slaves replaced the need for African imports and distanced the slaves from African cultures in a way that could not happen in Brazil before 1850. Under these circumstances the deployment of Biblical texts by US slaves and the legal discourse of abolitionism become comprehensible. The language of the French Revolution and the example of Haiti, therefore, constituted but one strand in a multiplicity of strategies to freedom, even after 1800.

Comparisons

It is clear from the above that there are multiple points of possible comparison between European labour protests on the one hand and the strategies of survival adopted by slaves in the Americas on the other. For example, historians of slavery in the Americas and historians of European labour have both become aware that many workers and many slaves never sought to improve their circumstances through collective action and protest. In Europe some sought to improve their life chances through changing job or changing employer. Others found collaboration with employers the best way to higher rewards, as in the case of those, who lived in company housing, joined company unions and belonged to company insurance schemes or workers, whose remuneration improved with length of service. For a significant number of slaves in Brazil and Spanish America, especially Cuba (though not for the USA or the French
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and British Caribbean, where manumission was much less common), many slaves would adopt not dissimilar strategies. They would seek to avoid trouble, aspire to specialised employment and aim to accumulate sufficient capital to buy their freedom. Such a strategy, with freedom as its goal, was only open to some slaves, however. In the case of Brazil, for example, male Brazilian-born slaves, who spoke some Portuguese, possessed skills and were usually mulatto, stood some chance of earning or buying their freedom. African women were also disproportionately represented amongst the manumitted, possibly because those who worked as street vendors were able to accumulate sufficient capital to buy their freedom, whilst others gained their freedom as a result of liaisons with their white masters. On the other hand African-born males were almost completely absent from the ranks of the libertos. This strategy of eventual manumission was never reliable, depended upon the whim of owners and could be cut short by early mortality.42 Individual – as distinct from collective – acts of resistance, understood in a very broad sense, can also be found amongst both slaves and European workers: pilferage, physical attacks on owners or employers, arson.43 However, there were important strategies on the part of slaves, which did not really form part of European labour’s repertoire of resistance and vice versa. For example, slaves could not simply leave their job, as could some, though by no means all, European workers. However, some slaves did flee from their owners illegally to seek new masters. It is much more difficult to construe suicide, abortion and the infanticide of boys as ‘resistance’ in the European case. Under the conditions of slavery, however, they can be so construed and there has been a great deal of work on ‘gynaecological resistance’.44

In the case of both slaves and wage workers collective action and consciousness was the exception rather than the rule. It could be prevented by violence and intimidation, especially in slave society, or thwarted by legal restrictions, as in Europe for most of the first half of the 19th century. Moreover, just as there were conflicts between African and American-born slaves in the New World, so ethnic divisions often undermined solidarity in Europe, as did the fissures of skill, gender and religion.45 Nonetheless in particular circumstances, especially when conventions and expectations were breached by slave owners in the New World or employers in Europe, forms of collective protest did emerge. These were extremely varied and those of slaves sometimes mirrored those of manufacturing workers in Europe: laming animals and damaging tools served the same purpose as did Luddite actions, for example, and of-
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ten constituted ‘bargaining by riot’ in Eric Hobsbawm’s famous phrase. Collective slowdowns and strikes were not unknown in slave America as well as Europe, though these obviously required solidarity to make punishment difficult. Such acts on the part of slaves were rarely knee-jerk reactions to misfortune but – again as in Europe – required a degree of prior communication and informal organization, as well as some idea of what was acceptable and what was not. That is, even in slave societies one can find some equivalent of a ‘moral economy’, in particular in the expectation of Sunday rest and the right to work on one’s own behalf for part of the week. (This was when slave miners in Minas Gerais found the richest seams of gold!).

It is, of course, true that the most distinctive form of slave resistance – collective flight to or the formation of settlements of runaway slaves, known as quilombos or mocambos – had no real equivalent in Europe. This was partly for topographical reasons (the absence of jungles and swamps), partly as the European states possessed a greater weaponry of social control and partly because multiple forms of legal escape from a particular employer existed in Europe. The most feared and explosive form of collective protest, of course, was armed insurrection, which reached massive proportions in Europe in 1789, 1840 and 1848 and became increasingly frequent in the Americas from the 1770s. As in the case of European insurrections, slave rebellions required changing expectations of success, bred by ruptures in the social and political fabric. They were likely to take place when there were wars, invasions or internecine warfare between the white elites (as in the case of separatist or liberal revolts); they involved considerable planning; and they usually followed some infringement of conventions by owners or their agents. This suggests clear parallels between the study of slave rebellions and work on riotous artisans in Europe by generations of social historians such as E. P. Thompson, George Rudé and Charles Tilly, amongst others. Slave revolts were usually led by slaves of higher status and not by field-slaves – another aspect with clear European parallels; and usually they were carefully planned, as in the case of rebellions in Bahia in 1807, 1809 and 1814, involving attacks on towns, followed by retreats into the bush. They were often timed to coincide with religious holidays and festivals, as in 1816, and were rarely random in their violence.


Slave rebellions tended not to involve wanton vandalism or pillage but targeted agents of the owners and the authorities, again replicating the behaviour of European crowds.\textsuperscript{48}

However, there were also serious difference between slave revolts and artisan protest in Europe in the first half of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century; for those protests that can be clearly categorized as \textit{slave revolts} were deeply influenced by African culture, especially in the shape of religion and by African models of military action. For example, the armed rebellions in Bahia followed an increase in the importation of Yoruba, Hanas and Aja-Fon from Benin and Nigeria, who themselves had been the victims of armed conflicts in their homelands and had experience either of African militarism or of resistance to it. Furthermore, some of these slaves had been leaders of their communities in West Africa. In the course of their rebellion they found themselves confronted with the \textit{mulattos, pardos, cabras} and \textit{crioulos} (those of mixed race and Brazilian-born), who were more deeply influenced by European culture and who formed the bulk of the agencies of control and subjugation as police, slave hunters and regular army troops.\textsuperscript{49}

This is not to say that Brazilian-born slaves never participated in forms of popular protest. \textit{Negros de ganho} (artisans and street vendors) were sometimes urban rebels, as in the so-called 'Tailors' Revolt' of 1798 in Salvador and in the \textit{Inconfidência Mineira} in Ouro Preto in the same year. Both of these movements were inspired by the discourse of the Enlightenment and the example of the French Revolution. Creole slaves often participated in riots, together with freedmen and poor whites in the towns, in separatist disturbances, independence revolts, republican agitation or attacks on Portuguese merchants, who controlled merchant capital. Such forms of popular protest can find clear analogies in European riots in the first half of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, directed against merchant capitalists, and suggest that European models relate more closely to these forms of protest on the part of Creole slaves (slaves born in the New World) than they do to slave rebellions, where the presence of Africa was much more marked.\textsuperscript{50}


\textsuperscript{49} See footnotes 28, 35, 36 and 37 above.

\textsuperscript{50} An excellent account of social movements in Brazil between 1800 and 1850, which included both slaves and others (poor whites, Indians), can be found in Marcus J. M. de Carvalho: Liberdade, Recife 2001.